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to you by ClassicCars. The Ford Falcon is a full-sized car that was manufactured by Ford
Australia from to From the XA series of onward, each Falcon and range of derivates have been
designed, developed, and built in Australia, following the phasing out of the
American-influenced Falcon of to , which had been re-engineered locally as the XK to XY series
for the harsher Australian conditions. The luxury-oriented Ford Fairmont model joined the range
from Luxury long- wheelbase derivative versions called the Ford Fairlane and LTD arrived in
and , respectively with production ending in The Ford Falcon and its derivates have been
Australian-made best-sellers, with over 3,, sales in seven generations to , almost exclusively in
Australia and New Zealand , but also South Africa. In its last incarnation as the FG X series, the
body style of the Falcon range consisted of sedan and utility body styles. The Falcon platform
had also spawned luxury models such as the Landau coupe and long-wheelbase Fairlane and
LTD sedans. Under this plan, Falcon's indirect replacements are the fourth-generation Mondeo
from Europe and the sixth-generation Mustang from North America, the latter to retain Ford's
Australian V8 heritage. During the s, Ford's Australian sales were faltering due to the popularity
of the Holden , which did not have an effective competitor. Ford assembled the British Zephyr
and its Consul and Zodiac derivatives. However, while these cars were moderately successful
and had a good reputation, Ford could not match Holden's price, so sales suffered. One of the
reasons for the price difference was the higher cost of imported parts, which were subject to an
import tariff. Ford also assembled Canadian-sourced Ford V8 models, but these cars were in a
higher price category, putting them out of reach of the average buyer. Hence, Ford decided to
commence local production of a Holden challenger. Initially, they intended to produce the
Zephyr, Consul, and Zodiac, using expensive dies they would need to purchase from Ford of
Britain. However, during a visit to Ford headquarters in Detroit in , they were shown the new
Falcon, which was being prepared for its United States launch. Immediately, the executives
were attracted to the new car- it was about the same size as Holden, but it was low, long, wide
and modern. The width allowed it to accommodate six people, and a two-speed automatic
transmission was available. Besides all this, Ford Australia felt they had more experience
building North American cars. Hence, they decided to make Falcon their new Australian car. The
factory was designed in Canada, and had a roof that would facilitate dispersal of snow,
notwithstanding the fact that snow does not usually fall in Melbourne. It was initially offered
only as a four-door sedan, in both Falcon and Falcon Deluxe trim levels. The XK was essentially
a right-hand drive version of the North American model, although local country dealers often
included modifications such as heavy-duty rear suspension five leaves and larger, 6. The
steering was light and the ride surprisingly good, on well-paved roads. Whereas the North

American model used an "economy" 3. The station wagon, added to the range in November ,
lacked the American version's extended rear overhang due to concern that the back of the car
might scrape on rough roads and spoon drains. Billed as being "Australian-with a world of
difference", the Falcon offered the first serious alternative to Holden, and became an instant
success. Sales were aided by the contemporary FB-series Holden being perceived as lacklustre
and dated by comparison. However, before long, XK sales suffered from complaints about the
durability on rough outback roads, due chiefly to collapsing front ball joints, and adjusting
shims dropping out of the front suspension, both problems inducing some rather severe front
camber; the car earned the unflattering nicknames "foul can" or "fault can" during this time. The
XK range was expanded in May with the addition of utility and panel van body styles, officially
designated the Falcon utility and Falcon sedan delivery, respectively. Ford Australia introduced
some local design changes to the XL in early , such as a heavier suspension system with
components from the Fairlane. Also, the appearance was changed with a new Thunderbird
roofline. The slogan was "Trim, Taut, Terrific". Nevertheless, the Falcon was still widely
perceived as unsuitable for local conditions and sales stagnated. Ford stuck with the Falcon
and sales gradually increased over the following years as improvements to durability and
reliability were applied. New for the XL series were the top-of-the-range Falcon Futura sedan
and the Falcon Squire station wagon, the latter featuring simulated woodgrain exterior side and
tailgate paneling. The XM, released in , was the first Falcon with an Australian-designed body;
the rear taillights were raised for Australian conditions and the front end received a full-wrap
chrome grill and surrounds. The suspension was also improved with the upper control arms
lowered to reduce the notorious bump steer found in the North American Falcon and early
Mustangs , on which this model was based. The XP, released in , saw the Fairmont introduced
as an upmarket variant. A three-speed automatic progressively replaced the two-speed and
front disc brakes were introduced as an option standard on Fairmont and hardtop models. This
model was also the last to include the Squire range of Ford Falcons which featured wood panels
on the side of the wagons, similar to the US-based station wagons. The Fairmont made its
debut, midway through the model run, as the flagship of the XP Falcon range. It was offered in
both sedan and station wagon body styles, replacing the Futura sedan and Squire wagon. The
next new model Falcon, the XR series, was introduced in September The Fairmont and GT
models were not locally assembled, but were imported from Australia in limited numbers. The
GT marked the beginning of the Australian muscle car. The non-gold GTs, while having the
same specifications, are the rarest of the early Australian muscle cars. Also specified on the
first GT Falcon was a Hurst shifter for the four-speed gearbox, a deep-dish sports steering
wheel, sports instrumentation, chrome full-cover wheel trims, and thick "GT stripes" along the
lower panels between the front and rear wheels. The XT model featured a mild facelift, with a
divided grille, and inset driving lights for the GT. The GT also replaced the thick lower body
stripes of the XR with narrow stripes along the waistline from grille to tail light. The tail lights
were still round, but instead of the small round indicator of the XR, the XT model had a long
indicator across the light. Otherwise, all external body panels and bumpers were the same as
the XR. A new dashboard and trim variations also appeared. Factory-fitted fully integrated air
conditioning was made available as an option for the first time. The styling of the GT went
wilder with the addition of an offset racing-style bonnet scoop, bonnet locks, and blackouts, as
well as 'Super Roo' stripes along the full length of the car these and the bonnet blackouts were
a 'delete option'. GT wheels were now slot steel with flat centre caps over the lug nuts and
stainless steel dress rims. The GT-HO was a homologation specially built for racing. Externally,
it was almost indistinguishable from a standard GT, but offered a higher-performance engine
and improved suspensionâ€” although the 'HO' stood for 'Handling Option', the cars also
gained larger Holley carburettors and other performance additions. It offered the same dash as
the GT with sports instruments, sport wheel trims, and stripes. The venerated XY was released
in October , with variations to grille and tail lights but otherwise unchanged bodywork from the
XW. A two-barrel 2V carbureted version of the Cleveland V8 was an option on all sedans. The
GT's styling went wilder again with a 'Shaker' cold-air induction scoop protruding from a hole in
the bonnet, which now sported twin wide GT stripes from grille to windscreen, rather than the
bonnet blackouts of the XW. The thick side stripes remained, although altered slightly, as did
the twin driving lights and blacked-out panel between the tail lights. The Phase III was
Australia's fastest four-door production car and possibly the fastest four-door sedan in the
world at the time, with a top speed of During the life of the XY model, the uniquely Australian
uprated , V and V variants of the seven-main-bearing six cylinder were introduced. Cleveland
V8s were imported initially, until the Geelong Foundry began to produce these motors for
automatic Falcons in mid The transmissions included both Ford and Borg-Warner, as did rear
axles. The XY is now widely regarded as the best Falcon made in Australia, not just with its

Bathurst dominance, but also in its performance, build quality, and refinement, which was
superior to competitors at the time. Current values for XYs compared to other Aussie Falcons,
and their competitors, attest to this. Australia's first production four-wheel-drive car-based
vehicleâ€”a utilityâ€”was introduced by Ford as an XY model in November The end of
production of the Falcon in the US paved the way for much greater Australian input in the
design of Australian-made Falcons, from onwards, although for several years a distinct
resemblance to the US-made Mustang still existed. The XA Falcon, introducing a new hardtop
coupe model, entered the scene with its distinctive range of paint colours, with purple and wild
plum being popular, often ordered with white or black upholstery. The XA Falcon Hardtop bore a
strong resemblance to the â€”71 Ford Torino SportsRoof both cars shared the same floor sheet
metal , and shared its "frameless window" doors with the utility and panel van variants. The
drivetrains carried over from the XY, although the V was soon dropped, and the 'full-house'
GT-HO engines no longer required due to changes in production racing regulations. The GT
variant kept the twin driving lights , but reverted to a bonnet blackout with no stripes at all on
the vehicle. The front guards received fake 'vents' just behind the indicators, and NACA ducts
were added to the bonnet. The GT's rear suspension featured radius rods to help locate the
elliptical-spring solid rear axle. Other performance parts from the aborted Phase IV found their
way onto GTs, including larger fuel tanks and winged sumps. These GTs are generally referred
to as RPO83s after the option code covering the additional parts, although what parts any given
RPO83 received seem to have been governed by the luck of the draw rather than any specific
process. From the rear, XA hardtops can be distinguished from later models by the tail lights,
which have lenses which slope inwards towards the front of the vehicle. In , the XB Falcon sold
with the slogan "The Great Australian Road Car" was introduced with more aggressive styling, a
multifunction control stalk indicators, high beam, horn , new colours including colour-coded
bumpers on the GT variants, and minor trim variations. Engine options carried over from the
XA-series. New panel van and utility option packages, "Surferoo" and "Surfsider" vans, and
"Overnighter" ute, were introduced. Power-assisted front disc brakes were now standard across
the Falcon range. The bonnet scoops of the GT were now integrated into the "power bulge" on
the bonnet, the bumpers were now body-coloured, and the power bulge, wheel arches, sills, and
valances were painted in a contrasting colour to the body colour usually black, but dependent
upon the actual body colour choice. In Mad Max , the police use yellow XA and XB sedans, and
Max later drives a customised black XB hardtop known as the Pursuit Special , or
black-on-black due to its matte black over gloss black paint scheme. It is often referred to as
Max's Interceptor, but all the MFP cars badged "Interceptor" were four-door sedans, including
the one Max drove during the Night Rider chase. This led to locally produced Cleveland V8s and
the introduction of the cross-flow also called the X-flow six-cylinder. Versions of this engine
were produced in North America and, in various guises, used in Australian Falcons through to
the XF. Its long stroke and large capacity made for very good 'towing' torque, while its thick
castings and relatively loose tolerances gave it a reputation for reliability in spite of abuse. The
XC also introduced the country's first locally produced family sedans with a suspension
designed around radial-ply tyres. For better handling on station wagons, owners could order the
stiffer heavy duty suspension package as a no-cost option. From behind, XC hardtops can be
distinguished from earlier models by the tail lights, which have flat lenses with black bezels. It
included options from the Falcon GS Hardtop, such as comprehensive instrumentation, bonnet
scoops, slotted sports road wheels, and driving lights, but with bodyside protection mouldings
and van side glass deleted. These cars were specially modified in the "parts and accessories"
workshop at Ford's Campbellfield factory. They were all modified and fitted with the body and
mechanical specifications approved in the September and October evolution race
homologations; these changes were mostly designed to enhance race durability. The vehicles,
often referred to as "Pre-Cobras" formed the basis to the special build of 30 Bathurst Cobras
build numbers that were built six months later in July Due to the small production numbers of
these homologated GS Falcon Hardtops and the timing of manufacture, the batch of 13 cars is
believed to have been built as a one-off special order specifically for Ford and privateer race
teams which planned to race them in the Australian Touring Car Championship season. They
were also needed to satisfy the Confederation of Australian Motor Sport regulators for minimum
production numbers to allow the modifications to be legal for racing. Seven are thought to have
been raced and six were sold off to dealers that marketed them as "Homologation Packs". The
GS Homologation Pack included:. Based on the Falcon GS Hardtop model, each Cobra was
individually numbered and featured highlights such as Globe in alloy road wheels copied from
Ferrari intended to aid brake disc cooling, ER70 H15 radial-ply tyres, comprehensive
instrumentation, bonnet scoops, driving lights, dual exhaust, four-wheel disc brakes, and a
distinctive white and blue colour scheme. The 5. The Falcon, while popular, was usually outsold

in Australia by GM Holden's Kingswood until , when it started to gain ground after Holden
decided to replace the Kingswood with a smaller model called the Commodore , based on the
European Opel models. Holden gambled that the predicted increase of oil prices during this era
would drive consumers to choose smaller, more fuel-efficient cars, but the oil price rise never
materialised, whilst Ford dealers aggressively pitched the Cortina 6 against the Commodore
alternative until the XD Falcon arrived in Ford's next model Falcon, the XD Project Blackwood ,
introduced in , bore many external styling resemblances to the European Ford Granada , but
was slightly larger and less luxurious. Improved body reinforcing allowed many reductions in
component weight to be made, improving performance and braking. Initially, as with the first
Commodores, quality and fuel consumption concerns dogged the XD. The introduction of the
alloy head improved the fuel economy of the ageing OHV six-cylinder engine, an engine with its
roots in the s, while at the same time boosting power in the high-compression 4. However,
during this period, a combination of government pressure, the fuel crisis , and more stringent
pollution controls began to curtail the development of high-performance cars. Along with Ford's
consideration to delete the V8 engine , Ford had also considered replacing the Falcon with a
smaller front-wheel drive sedan and hatchback, codenamed "Capricorn". By , however, thanks
to the Falcon's sales success, the replacement project was cancelled. As the fuel crisis eased,
Australians moved away from the downsized Commodore back to the traditional full-size
Falcon. In , for the first time in more than a decade, the XE Falcon, with its Watt's linkage
coil-sprung rear suspension and fuel-saving differential ratios 4. Ford Falcon remained
number-one seller in Australia until , when Holden returned to the full-size Australian sedan
design. A manual transmission was available in three-speed column shift in six-seater vehicles
or four-speed floor shift, with a five-speed floor shift also available with the base 3. An
automatic transmission was available as a three-speed, column or floor shift. Ford's
Australian-manufactured 'Cleveland' V8s were discontinued in With the 's local race career
ending in , the remains were shipped and sold in the United States. The last V8-powered
Australian Ford Falcon passenger car until this powerplant's return in was a silver 4. Ford
Australia continued to make remnant stock of the 5. In , the 4. The Falcon XF sedan and wagon
sold between October and March modified to run on unleaded petrol from January , with the ute
running through to March The handling and ride were described as competent, but the
non-powered steering was heavy at low speeds with an overly strong caster action after
performing a maneuver such as a U-turn. Power steering and four-wheel disc brakes were made
standard in It remains Ford's best-selling Falcon model to date; over , XFs were built. It was the
first model since the XP not to offer a V8 engine. When the XF Falcon passenger car range was
replaced by the redesigned EA series, the XF commercials utility and panel van continued
unchanged due to there being no EA series versions. The XF commercial models continued
unchanged stylistically, but over time would gain the EB series engine updates. The XG,
released in March , represented the most significant update to the Falcon commercials in five
years. Aside from a new nameâ€”the ute was referred to as the 'Falcon Longreach 'â€”the XG
got a new engine, an exterior facelift, and lost the three-speed or three-on-the-tree column-shift
manual transmission and the three-speed column-auto but now with a five-speed manual on the
floor. Ford Australia added the Longreach name for its tough "workhorse" image, as the
birthplace of Qantas and the home of the famous Australian Stockman's Hall of Fame on the
boundaries of the outback. The model was introduced to the media in Longreach. The XG was
essentially an update of the XF. It gained the EB II's 4. It also gained interior updates from the
EB including the instrument cluster, centre console in two-seater models , steering wheel, and
seats. Exterior changes were minimal, and included an EB-style grill, black window trims as
opposed to chrome on XF's EB style door 'rubbing' strips, and indicator lights on the front
quarter panels. An XR6 model was released in October The XH series Falcon utility and van,
released in , [18] were essentially XG models facelifted to resemble the contemporary Falcon EF
sedans and wagons. This meant changes to the frame and bodywork, from the firewall forward.
The turret roof panel on the utility was now domed and lost its squared-off appearance,
increasing interior head room. By this time, the popularity of the panel van had faded and Ford
released their final Falcon panel van in as part of the revised XH II series. It was also with this
model that the V8 engine was reintroduced into the Falcon utility commercial vehicle range.
After 20 years, the fourth generation Falcon was discontinued in June The EA Falcon was
available in four trim levels with a choice of three straight-six engine: the base GL powered by a
3. The EA Falcon, released under the codename EA26 E for the large size, A for Australia, 26 for
the usually in sequence global project number , would retain the traditional Falcon hallmarks of
width and rear-wheel drive. This proved to be the correct move as sales of the Falcon began to
climb after the fuel crisis aftermath, while those of the rival Commodore slipped. It became clear
that Australian buying patterns had not truly changed and what the public wanted was a

full-size albeit smaller family car. In addition, Ford's dominance of the taxi market in Australia
meant that a car that could comfortably seat three along the back seatâ€”and even the front,
with a bench seat installedâ€”was necessary. While initially popular, the EA's build quality was
uncompetitive with uneven panel shutlines, computer problems, poor paint quality and front
suspension alignment problems. Launched in October , the Series II brought with it a
four-speed automatic transmission, body-coloured B-pillars , and the 3. Visually, the EB Falcon
remained nearly identical to its predecessor with subtle front and rear styling changes to the
location of the Ford badge and the rear taillight applique, respectively. Moreover, this series
also saw the re-introduction of a Falcon GT model, with the refined "25th Anniversary" model
limited to units. For example: the car now featured an advanced "Smartlock" security locking
system standard across all models; anti-lock brakes became optional; a lap sash centre rear
seatbelt became standard from ; foam-filled A-pillars helped deliver better crash protection and
Noise, Vibration, and Harshness NVH reductions. The front grille was now elliptical to
differentiate it from the EB, [26] and the sports genre XR6, and XR8 gained an exclusive quad
headlamp cluster. The safety orientated Futura was marketed towards private buyers, and was
equipped with cruise control , anti-lock brakes , and featured body-coloured mirrors. When the
facelifted EF was introduced in August , it brought with it a new curvaceous body shape while
sharing its doors albeit, with a new door handle design and most of its body structure with the
earlier EAâ€”ED series cars. Cup holders were now prominent features in all models, and Ford
paid particular attention to safety. An original innovation introduced in the EF range was the
"Smart Bar". A bullbar developed to work seamlessly with the vehicle's airbag system. The 4.
Also the intake manifold was changed to include a dual length system which involved intake
runners of two different lengths and a valve to switch between the two. A passenger airbag was
offered as an option in the Series II facelift of October The unique design allowed it to protect
the not only the front passenger, but the centre passenger as well only the entry-level GLi was
offered with the optional bench seat. The EF Series also saw the first use of polycarbonate
headlight lenses instead of glass, saving weight and gaining shatter resistance. The new oval
grille tied in with Ford's global lineup of the time. Cosmetic updates extended further with the
bonnet, front bumper and headlamps also receiving a revised design. New wheel trims were
featured on all trim levels, and station wagon variants gained white tinted indicator lenses,
replacing the amber tint which had been common since the introduction of the EA. The final
drive ratio went down from 3. To address handling concerns with the EF, improvements were
made to the rear suspension and steering which would largely be attributed to Ford Australia's
association with Tickford Vehicle Engineering. Speed-sensitive power steering on the Fairmont
Ghia made parking more straightforward, without compromising high speed steering. Interior
upgrades ranged from reshaped seats and headrests , to new colour schemes, and switches.
Station wagons could now be ordered with third-row accommodation and an electric network
for mobile phone usage. Initially, the company considered a revamped 5th-generation Falcon
and even studied the possibility of fully imported replacements such as the American
front-wheel-drive Ford Taurus or rear-wheel-drive Ford Crown Victoria , the European
rear-wheel-drive Scorpio [31] and, reportedly, even the Japanese rear-wheel drive Mazda [32]
then part of the Ford conglomerate. Developed under the code name "EA", the AU series
adopted Ford's New Edge worldwide styling, which was meant to differentiate it from the
"conformist" styling prevalent in the s. In addition, this series also received mechanical and
structural improvements including an upgraded braking system, a laminated firewall engineered
to reduce NVH , and incremental power upgrades for the V8 engine. This Falcon's
Australian-production firsts included the 6-cylinder's Variable Cam Timing VCT and automatic
transmissions on the high-performance T-series with an adaptive mode that included steering
wheel gear shift buttons. Major elements of the overhaul included the development of a more
effective Control-Blade independent rear suspension , a significant revamp of the car's inline
6-cylinder engine as well as two new V8 engines and, to top it all off, new transmissions. Design
wise, the BA received a completely new look, with designers giving both the front and rear
quarters of the car substantial work, resulting in much more contemporary, European-style
design. A lot of effort went into improving the craftsmanship and fit and finish of both the
exterior and interior. On the outside the windscreen washer nozzles were moved off the hood
onto the cowl panel. The headlamps were made subflush to the hood and overall most
interfaces were improved. The BA also introduced a thoroughly remodelled interior, whereby
the 'oval shaped' instrument cluster was replaced with a more conservatively styled cluster.
Within a year of its release, Falcon sales had increased substantially and, for a time, eclipsed
Holden Commodore sales. Ford introduced their new Barra straight-six 4. The BA also featured
a new North American designed 5. Amongst the changes was a six-speed manual transmission ,
four new exterior colours, and revised wheels trims. This was introduced in response to the

long term decline in large sedan sales in Australia, since this sector's share of the total market
has been steadily shrinking for a decade. Visually similar to its forerunner, the BF update from
October was developed with an emphasis geared more towards powertrain enhancements,
rather than design. Ford, with the BF, also introduced the six-speed ZF 6HP26 automatic
transmission and electronic stability control , both of which were made available on selected
trim levels. Select trim levels in the BF II range XT, Futura and Fairmont saw a modified
front-end, which featured more of a sporting image and was more aerodynamic. The entry-level
XT could now be specified with the six-speed automatic, with four-speed-automatic continued
as the standard transmission. Fuel efficiency figures also improved, with figures of Following
the release of the FG Falcon model in , which lacked a wagon variant, the BF was revised and
re-released in Mark III guise, but only in wagon form, and only the base model XT was available.
At the end of the Falcon wagon was permanently discontinued. The seventh generation Falcon,
known as the " FG ", and initially known as project Orion was announced at a press event on 17
February The inline six-cylinder engine received a power upgrade of 5 kilowatts 6. The power
output of is similar to previous FPV turbos, but it is a substantially modified design: [
verification needed ] the new induction system which includes a bigger and more efficient
intercooler, higher compression ratio, extra boost and strengthened internals are the key
changes. Fuel consumption has been improved over the outgoing model. The unique 5. In June
, new emissions regulations introduced meant that the iconic V8 engine had to be discontinued.
Ford phased this out quietly; motoring magazines did not even report on it. Prodrive specifically
developed the engine in Australia to FPV's own standards read below. In , Ford Australia
celebrated 50 years of continuous Falcon production, from to date. A special XR50 model was
released to commemorate the occasion. The first update to the FG model was released in the
second half of The Mk2 update adds several interior and exterior elements as standard to all
vehicles. The popular ZF six-speed 6HP26 and 6HP21 Ecoboost automatic has also been made
standard across the range, spelling the end of the successful four- and five-speed automatics.
Other changes included an all new front bumper design, alternative wheel rim design, new floor
mats and side step designs. All models receive curtain airbags. It was announced in mid that
Ford would start production of a direct-injection, turbocharged four-cylinder "EcoBoost"
version of the Falcon. It provides superior performance and fuel economy compared to the
previous E-gas LPG engine. The FG X series, codenamed X, was the last ever production run of
Falcon, with production ending on the 7 October Externally, this Falcon's redesigned front end
adopts Ford's Kinetic 2. The re-introduction of the iconic XR8 model stems from the closure of
Ford Performance Vehicles 's operations, hence the reason why this model features the bulk of
the FPV GT driveline, including the local supercharged "Miami" variant of the Coyote V8. In
August , Ford Australia revealed that this last series would be known as the "FG X", following
significant feedback from key enthusiasts. The new series code, like the preceding G6 trim
level, pays homage to the Fairmont and Ghia nameplates of past generations whereas the X
alludes to Falcon's most popular series, from the XR to XF. The Australian affection for the ute
short for "utility" allowed the Falcon to serve as the base model for their line of utes and panel
vans , starting in and gaining rapid recognition by usually younger enthusiasts by the mids. As
the base sedan and station wagon models of the Falcon further evolved, so too did the ute and
panel van models, although usually up to a year or so after initial release into the market. The
only exception was the XF series, which lasted through the initial EA26 era. Low Series XH utes
did not have airbags, for example. New Zealand assembly ceased in the early s, after which all
Falcons sold locally were fully imported from Australia. Earlier, some XA and XB Fairmonts
were shipped to the UK as was the contemporary LTD which was modified with Ford Europe tail
lights to add the mandatory rear fog lamps and also had to have new screenwash nozzles as the
protruding original items did not meet EU safety rules. Hong Kong also imported a small batch
of LPG-powered AU Falcon station wagons for trial as taxis , and although this model initially
found favour in luggage capacity with operators when compared to mainstream taxis like the
Toyota Comfort , it has not seen success there, citing higher operating costs. Ford had intended
on developing the car with left-hand-drive export potential, and received federal and state
government grants to assist, but in October , it was announced by Ford Australia president Tom
Gorman that the left-hand-drive Falcon project was to be abandoned and the export-incentive
grant money would be directed to construction of the Ford Focus small car in Australia. In the
end, the Focus project did not proceed as its parent company messed up a lucrative local
component sourcing arrangement, so the Asia-Pacific production of that model was instead
started at a new plant in Thailand in June As the FG Falcon utilises much of the previous
model's architecture, converting it to left-hand drive would have been a costly and
time-consuming process. In , Ford Australia imported the boldly-styled third-generation Taurus
as a potential replacement of the venerable, but by then dated, Falcon platform. This Taurus

was available only as a sedan and in its highest Ghia specification with a luxury pack option ,
despite other variants and a wagon being available in its home US market. It was smaller than
the Falcon and was powered by a 3. Due to poor sales, Taurus imports into Australia ended in ,
the same year the AU Falcon launched. In , Ford's European design head Martin Smith
suggested that not even the sixth-generation Taurus that was due in could be a true
replacement for the rear-wheel-drive Falcon, despite this time being of similar size. On 23 May ,
Ford Australia announced the end of its local manufacturing operations involving Falcon and
Territory models by October , with the Falcon nameplate destined to retire after 56 years of
continuous production in Australia. A high manufacturing cost base with costs at the
Campbellfield plant some four times higher than in Ford's Asian plants and twice as much as in
Europe and unsustainable low sales of its Australian-made products were factors in Ford Motor
Company 's decision to end its Australian manufacturing activities after 90 years. The options
consisted of either a rear-wheel-drive platform shared with Mustang or a transverse
front-wheel-drive platform shared with Explorer and Taurus. The fourth-generation Mondeo from
Europe and the sixth-generation Mustang from North America both indirectly replaced the
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browser. Ford falcon xr 2 door futura sports coupe was 1 owner phoenix arizona car with v8
,c4,8 14powersteer,buckets,fluted guards,round tail light 14 panels Xr ute in good condition, has
a bit of rust see pics, nothing to bad, no rust underneath Reconciliation 6 cylinder motor all
matching numbers drives like For sale. Ford xr race car. Setup for rally's. Wanted to buy: must
be in vgc, vic rw preferred but not essential. Will pay right money for right car. Joy to drive, well
sorted. Bring a panel beater. Original keys and owners manual. Receipts for Fairlane front and
instrument cluster, 9 diff, running. Phone calls only please. Stock fg falcon ute with xr kit, 6
speed auto, 6 cyclinder, lic xr8 bonnet, xr6 mk 2 bumper, xr6 head lights, 20 inch mags, brand
new starter motor Selling my ford falcon xr 6 mkii auto sports car only driven xxxkms its in very
good condition, drives very well has no issues has some paint fade on One xr xt falcon car
radio has been recondiond and works fine please call if interresed, Looking to buy xt,xr, xy, xw
falcon ute project have cash waiting, No i dont have any xr xt xw xy sedans for sale no i wont
email u i will answer calls between the hours of 9am5pm monday to friday ford wagon xy track
red Wanted ford windsor v8 runner xt, xr, xw, xy, xb, xc, xa falcon , fairmont, , gs, gt, Dualfuel
towbar xr wheels 70 thread remaining cold aircon cruise control aux cable clean inside photos
coming price negotiable, Ford xr 66 ute v8 auto fully restored more information and pictures
please call , Xp falcon project selling as needs more lovingfixing than i can give complete car
may swap for another car of interest tags xd xe xw xr xy datsun etc, Inspection highly
recommended Enter your email address to receive alerts when we have new listings available
for xr falcon for sale. By using our site you agree to our use of cookies. Our unique pricing
algorithm classifies vehicles according to a wide variety of factors, estimates the market price
for this specification of vehicle and displays this pricing tag when sufficient data is available but
can't take into account the seller's reason for sale, vehicle modifications or condition. Cars for
Sale. Report Ad. Page 1 of 1. Did not find what you're looking for? Stay updated about xr falcon
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cancel email alerts at any time. Save your search. Ford 5. Reduced price. Engine size cc. Used
5. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? The current owner took Auction Vehicle. Factory bucket seat, , automatic
car. Garaged and pamp Body is in good shape, interior needs work. It takes a while to sell this
type of car, but you It has a Stroker pushing HP. Car has new paint, new interior, This car is in
good running condition. One owner Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is
powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale
leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior

and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Scroll down to check
out these 7. The Falcon shared its front double-wishbone and coil spring front suspension,
steering system, and leaf spring and solid rear axle rear suspension along with its overall length
with the Mustang. This intrepid builder started with a original Sprint Coupe and installed a 4.
This car too is a Sprint Coupe that was stripped to bare metal before work began. Feeding in the
juice is a CFM Holley. First introduced in , the Sedan Delivery model was intended for use by
small businesses that needed to move light loads between facilities or out to customers. There
were just two front doors and the rear tailgate. The entire cargo area was steel panel no glass
except the tailgate. An automatic transmission, power steering, and front disc brakes makes the
trip a little easier on the driver. This Sedan Delivery is finished in lustrous coats of high-end
copper paint. But looks are deceiving. This Falcon has a 5. The suspension has been upgraded
with front and rear anti-roll bars and disc brakes have been installed at all four corners. The
owner has taken the beach theme about as far as possible without becoming obnoxious. The
lime green exterior color set off by the hand-painted lettering set just the right tone. In the
interior, the door panel inserts have a bamboo motif where did they find that? And, of course,
the vintage stickers in the rear window add an air of authenticity. This has been thoroughly
modernized during a frame-off restoration. SSBC four piston calipers and rotors have been
added at each corner and the suspension has been completely upgraded. The old steering box
was tossed in the dumpster and a power rack and pinion unit installed. You have to admit, it
would be kinda fun to sneak up on folks in this car. The owner started with a rare Sports Futura
with bucket seats and kept it in the original Guardsman Blue paint. The rear end is an 8-inch
with a Traction-Lok differential, controlled by a four-link set-up. The front end features a strut
conversion along with disc brakes. Rack and pinion steering rounds out of the upgrades. I have
been wrecking cars for as long as I've been driving them, but I keep coming back for more. Two
wheels or four, I'm all in. I founded GearHeads. I look forward to watching AutoWise grow as
part of the AllGear group. Skip to content. Dream Cars Part 2. The Best of Hyundai. Please
expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued
support. Product Each tube includes 21 ounces of putty. View Product Details. Product 97L
These functional NACA style air ducts feature an open-mesh insert panel, and can be installed
on most any flat surface. Attractive matte black finish may be painted if desired. Product U.
Universal ABS hood scoop to dress up your vehicle and give it a high performance look.
Thermoformed from a durable black? Product A Do you really want an ordinary stamped metal
or fiberglass hood scoop? This unique and eye-catching finned hood scoop is cast in the U. For
those that may Kit Includes: 2 - 20 oz Kit Includes: 2 - 20 oz. Insulating a vehicle has never been
this easy! LizardSkin offers two environmentally safe formulas that can be used as a one-part
coating or jointly on to produce a cooler, quieter driving experience. Kit includes: Product 3M
Our sealer adheres well to clean primed or painted metal. A premium spray-on thermal
insulation product for all cars, trucks, street rods, customs or race cars wherever heat is a
problem. Product SW Product B This seam sealer also known as strip caulk can be used to
adhere a variety of parts; air ducts, body openings, door panels water shields, emblems,
fenders, floor plugs, kick panels, fuel tank, filler neck, firewall openings, The SuperPro
Application set is made exclusively for LizardSkin coatings, able to handle the thick viscosity of
the coatings with ease. It provides exactly what? Product K One 20 oz. A superior professional
grade coating formulated for restorations where maximum performance is required. This high
solid paint does not run or sag, and provides twice the coverage of conventional aerosol
enamels. Net Weight The viscous formula is reusable and will not harm plastic, rubber, seal,
soft metals, or non-oxide coatings such as This specially formulated liquid gently etches the
metal, then leaves a zinc coating that helps chemically bind paint to the surface. Black Wrinkle
finish is a durable and long lasting finish, which has a unique, wrinkled texture. Its excellent
finish for hiding imperfections like pitting, scratches or chips. Extremely durable formula resists
oil, gas and This specially formulated primer is chromate-free and chemically bonds with iron,
steel and aluminum to form Tough and dependable, this primer adheres Gray and White spatter
paint to cover the trunk area in your vehicle. After years of use your trunk area is probably in
poor condition due to water damage or other factors. If you are replacing your trunk pan then
spraying These are the correct grease pencil style crayons used for marking the factory

inspection marks on your firewall, subframe and other various sheet metal areas. Included are
one yellow and one white marking crayon. Product T Replacement lower inner door bottom
sheet metal to replace damaged or rusted original. Fits pickup, Blazer, Jimmy and Suburban
models. This section is welded to the bottom of your door shell to repair rust or damage without
Product REGN. These beautiful 2-part coatings will withstand incredible abuse. They are much
stronger than any color paints you have ever tried. You'll be amazed and delighted The inert
coating provides an excellent primer base that seals out moisture to prevent future rust Perfect
for application on the inside of newly installed panels Sprays evenly, dries completely to a
smooth consistency and can be top-coated with any type of automotive finish. Bene
1996 toyota corolla belt diagram
north star wikipedia
volkswagen golf air conditioning compressor
fits: Prevents rust Product REBL. OER reproduction retaining pin used by GM for various
applications. Manufactured from injection molded plastic as original, this retaining pin
measures M4. Sold individually. Use as Product RERD. This beautiful 2-part coating will
withstand incredible abuse. It is much stronger than any color paint you have ever tried. You'll
be amazed and delighted athow Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select
Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Autocross Hood Ducts.
Lizardskin Ceramic Insulation - 2 Gallon Pail. Lizardskin Ceramic Insulation 1 Gallon Pail. Net
Weight. White and Yellow Firewall and Frame Crayons. Por Hardnose Green 1 Quart 2 part
System. Por Hardnose Green 1 Gallon 2 part System. Por Hardnose Blue 1 Quart 2 part System.
Por Hardnose Red 1 Gallon 2 part System. All Categories Body Panels. General Information. If
you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

